A simulation of the hydrodynamics on the two dimensional noncommutative space is performed, in which the space coordinates (x, y) are non-commutative, satisfying the commutation relation [x, y] = iθ. The Navier-Stokes equation has an extra force term which reflects the non-commutativity of the space, being proportional to θ 2 . This parameter θ is related to the minimum size of fluid particles which is implied by the uncertainty principle, ∆x∆y ≥ θ/2. To see the effect of this parameter on the flow, following situation is considered. An obstacle placed in the middle of the stream, separates the flow into small slit and large slit, but the flow is joined afterwards in the down stream. For the Reynolds number 700, the behavior of the flows with and without θ is observed to differ, and the difference is seen to be correlated to the difference of the activity of vortices in the down stream. The oscillation of the flow rate at the small slit diminishes after the certain time in the usual flow when the "two attached eddies" appear. In the non-commutative flow this two attached eddies appear from the beginning and the behavior of the flows does not fluctuate largely. The irregularity in the flow existing in the beginning disappears after the certain time.
Hydrodynamics on non-commutative space
In the classical mechanics, the phase space volume occupied by dynamical systems is preserved in time. This is the statement of the Liouville theorem, shown by using the Hamilton dynamics:
x = ∂H ∂p = {x, H},ṗ = − ∂H ∂x = {p, H}.
If we replace the phase space (x, p) by the spacial coordinates (x, y), then the volume of the real space occupied by particles is preserved in time. This gives the incompressible hydrodynamics:
where {A, B} is the Poisson bracket, and ϕ(x, y) is the stream function of the incompressible fluid which guarantees the continuity of the flow, ∇ · v = 0. If the flow is incompressible perfect fluid, the ϕ(x, y) is regarded as the stream function.
Here we assume the density of the fluid ρ is constant in time. It is easily understood that if we consider the three dimensional fluid, Eq. (2) is replaced by
where the right hand side {A, B, C} is the Jacobian ∂(A, B, C)/∂(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ), being called Nambu bracket at present [1] . The advective term which describes the temporal change of a physical quantity O by floating with the flow, is represented in terms of Poisson or Nambu bracket as
Therefore, the fluid dynamics can be given as
where F is the force acting on the fluid. Now the Navier-Stokes equation can be described in terms of Nambu-Poisson brackets:
where p(x, y, t) is the pressure and η is the viscosity. This was done by Nambu in his last work [2] . Now we introduce the non-commutativity in space coordinates, and find the additional terms which will appear. This was carried out in [3] where the noncommutativity is introduced by replacing the Nambu-Poisson brackets with the Moyal brackets [4] . We discuss the two dimensional hydrodynamics in this paper, so the Moyal bracket becomes
where
This replacement is equivalent to consider the space coordinates (x, y) to be the operators (x,ŷ) satisfying the commutation relation [x,ŷ] = iθ, the θ is a constant parameter. From this, the uncertainty relation is derived:
The three dimensional case is a little more complicated. See the details in [3] . After the replacement of the Poisson brackets with the Moyal products, new terms arise only from the advective term, that is
Now, the Navier-Stokes equation of the hydrodynamics on the 2 dimensional non-commutative space is given by [3] ρ Dv Dt + ∇p − η∆v = K (13)
The K is the new force term which reflects the non-commutativity of the space.
In the study of hydrodynamics, Reynolds number, Re = ρU ⋆ L ⋆ /η is important, which is the ratio of the kinetic term to the viscosity term in the equation of motion and it determines the gross behavior of the flow. In the non-commutative hydrodynamics, another measure appears, which is the ratio of the extra force term to the kinetic term in the equation of motion, i.e. Sm = (θ/L ⋆ ) 2 . Here, U ⋆ and L ⋆ is the typical velocity and length scale in the problem.
2 Extra force K(∝ θ 2 ) in the perfect fluid
In the perfect fluid without viscosity (η = 0), it is easy to understand the behavior of the extra force K which is inherent to the non-commutativity. Let's examine the typical flows.
1) One dimensional flow; if v y = 0, and
To consider the behavior of K near the sink, the source, the vortex, and the flow along the corner, the complex notations are useful. Define z = x + iy,z = x − iy, and their derivatives ∂ = 1 2
(∂ x + i∂ y ), and v = v x − iv y and
(f (z) − f (z)), and v = ∂f (z).
Now we have the following results: 2) Source or sink; f (z) = m ln z (m > 0 is a source, and m < 0 is a sink.), and
3) Vortex; f (z) = iκ ln z (κ > 0 is clock-wise, and κ < 0 is counter-clockwise),
4) Flow along the corner with angle α = π/n; f (z) = cz n (c: a real constant),
From 2), we understand that the additional force K disturbs the fluid to flow into the sink, but accelerates it to flow out from the source. From 3), the force K is understood to expand the vortex in the radial direction.
Therefore, the minimum size of the particle √ θ implied by the non-commutativity
gives the indication that the flowing into the small channel becomes difficult due to the finite size effect of the particle. So, we may hope that the hydrodynamics on the non-commutative space gives the hydrodynamics of the granular materials.
In the above examples, the viscous force vanishes, η∆v = 0, and hence the behavior of K does not be altered, even if introducing the viscosity perturbatively as the expansion from the perfect fluid. 
we use the fractional step method [5] [6] , one of the standard numerical methods to solve incompressible Navier-Stokes equation. Namely, to obtain the data at (n+1)-th time step from the data at (n)-th step,
Applying the equation of continuity to (16), the Poisson equation
is derived and the pressure p is obtained by solving (17) by the iteration method. The advective term is calculated by third-order accurate upwind difference method.
Third order differential factors in K are expressed as
Here the choice of grid points is changed depending on the distance from the boundaries. In our calculation, the higher order terms of θ are ignored, by considering that even though θ 2 terms are the lowest order ones, but are quite important to see the effect of the non-commutativity.
The boundary conditions are taken as follows: On the wall boundary, the velocity v is set to be zero (no-slip) and the vertical component of gradient of the pressure (∇p) ⊥ is zero. At the entrance of the flow at x = 0 we fix the fluid velocity to be a special value and (∇p) ⊥ = 0, while at the exit of the flow at x = DX, we take the free outflow with p = 0.
In this study, unequally spaced grid is used. See Fig. 3.1 . The horizontal line and the vertical line are parametrized by 0 < x < DX and 0 < y < DY , respectively, with DX = 64 cm and DY = 21 cm, and total grid points is 175 × 71. The flow is assumed to be uniform along the left boundary We have considered the flow analysis given above, with the following intention: The hydrodynamics on the non-commutative space may give the minimum area θ to the size of the constituent particles, so that if θ is introduced, then the flow rate passing through the small slit (S) is reduced and that passing through the large slit (L) is increased while keeping the total flow rates constant. We fix the Reynolds number Re = 700. It is because in the following analysis, the activity of the vortices is important to see the non-commutativity effects. So, we wish to take a large value of Re, but the larger Re > 2000 introduces the turbulent flow, and hence we fix it to 700. If we consider the water flow, then ρ = 10 3 kg/m 3 and η = 8.85 × 10 −4 Pa · s. In this case, if U ⋆ is chosen to U 0 = 0.55 cm/s and L ⋆ is chosen to the obstacle length A =11 cm.
Results of the simulation
In order to compare the flowability through the slits between the usual flow and the non-commutative flow, the flow rates at slit (S) and (L) are estimated without and with θ in Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4 .3, respectively. The velocity field and the vorticity of √ θ = 0 cm flow is shown in Fig. 4 .2, where the velocity at each points is depicted by the white arrow while the vorticity is represented by the color gradation, that is, blue is negative vorticity (anticlockwise rotation), red is positive vorticity (clockwise rotation) and green is the medium. While the flow rates at slit (S) and (L) oscillate, vortices are periodically generated near the slits and the other boundaries, and flow out into the down stream as shown in Fig. 4.2(a) . 
Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper a two-dimensional simulation is performed for the hydrodynamics on the non-commutative space. The parameter characterizing the non-commutativity of the space, θ, gives the uncertainty relation of the space, or the minimum size of the fluid particle ∆x∆y > θ/2. We have prepared the flow path of 21 cm wide and 64 cm length where the obstacle is placed in the middle of the flow, and so the flow should passes through the small 2 cm slit (S) or the large 8 cm slit (L). The simulation is done for the water with Reynolds number Re = 700, where the maximal incoming velocity is 0.55 cm/s. Re = 700 is so chosen as the activity of vortex is large, but is not too large to introduce the turbulent flow.
The results we obtained are as follows: (1) For the usual flow without θ, the flow rate at the small slit (S) oscillates like a sine curve, but the amplitude of the oscillation diminishes slowly after t =1200 This can be done easily. Using the complex notations, the Navier-Stokes equation with K reads ρ 2i ∂ ∂t (∂ϕ) + 4∂ϕ
Taking the rotation of this equation, rotA =∂A − ∂Ā, we have the following
where ω is the vorticity defined by ω = ∂ x v y − ∂ y v x = −4(∂∂)ϕ = −∆ϕ.
If θ = 0, this is the usual vorticity transportation equation which describes the disscipation by the viscosity η.
On the non-commutative space, the vorticity transpiration equation is modified so as to include the θ 2 term.
The stream function can be expressed in terms of the vorticity by Eq. (22) as ϕ(z,z) = d 2 u ln ((z − u)(z −ū)) ω(u,ū).
Then, the vorticity transportation equation can be written on the non-commutative space as follows:
× {ω(z,z) ln ((z − u)(z −ū)) ω(u,ū)} .
The interaction between vortices is modified naturally in the hydrodynamics on the non-commutative space.
The remained problem to be studied is by using the creation rate and the interaction of vortices to clarify the simulation results obtained in this paper.
A preliminary stage of this paper was described in the thesis by one of the authors (M.S.) [7] .
